Diffuse alveolar hemorrhage after percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) is a rare complication. The diagnosis is difficult and can mimic by clinical and radiological features other diagnosis as pneumopathy. We herein report the case of a 63-year-old female admitted to the hospital for ST elevation myocardial infarction. The patient underwent PCI and received dual antiplatelet therapy. Four days later, she developed dyspnea, hemoptysis and fever. Clinical, radiological and biological findings oriented to a pneumopathy and the patient received the treatment for it. Later and because of the non improvement, a thoracic computed tomography was performed and revealed patchy areas of ground-glass opacity consistent with a diffuse pulmonary hemorrhage. The combination therapy with aspirin and clopidogrel was therefore the most likely cause.
Introduction
Dual antiplatelet therapy with clopidogrel and aspirin is commonly used after percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) in order to reduce possible systemic ischemic events and improve the outcome.
This combination of antiplatelet therapy can cause bleeding complications that tend to be minor including easy bruising, petechia and ecchymosis [1] . Major bleeding events, except for gastrointestinal bleeding which is quite common and nonfatal, are very rare and might be fatal. In fact, diffuse alveolar hemorrhage is one of these rare but life-threatening major bleeding events [2] .
The diagnosis can be mistaken for a pneumopathy. Herein, we report a rare case of alveolar hemorrhage caused by dual antiplatelet therapy with aspirin and clopidogrel use after PCI for ST elevation myocardial infarction mimicking a pneumopathy.
Patient and observation
A 63-year-old female was transferred to our hospital because of chest pain. The patient had no specific pathological background. On arrival, her blood pressure was 120/75 mmHg, heart rate was 85 bpm, respiratory rate was 20/minute, and body temperature was On the thirteenth day after admission, the chest radiograph showed decreased infiltration of both lung fields. We kept the patient under close surveillance. The evolution was generally good. Fifteen days later, clopidogrel was reintroduced. The patient has not developed hemorrhage signs since.
Discussion
The syndrome of diffuse alveolar hemorrhage is characterized by bleeding into the alveolar spaces. Its etiology, pathophysiology and histological pattern allow us to categorize this syndrome into three types (pulmonary capillaritis, bland pulmonary hemorrhage and diffuse alveolar damage) [3] . Generally, the pulmonary alveolar we did not apply this option in our case.
Pulmonary alveolar hemorrhage is a very rare complication among the major bleeding events. A previous review of clinical trials in patients with acute coronary syndrome indicated that the rates of major bleeding did not significantly increase in patients receiving dual antiplatelet therapy compared to those receiving aspirin alone [5] .
Although the Clopidogrel in Unstable Angina to Prevent
Recurrent Events study demonstrated a significantly higher incidence of major bleeding in patients receiving the dual antiplatelet therapy, its significant reduction of cardiovascular events and its net clinical benefit favored the administration of dual antiplatelet therapy [6] . In addition, despite more widespread use of dual antiplatelet therapy and invasive cardiac procedures, a recent report showed that the rate of major bleeding has not increased over the past decade.
Pulmonary alveolar hemorrhage has been mostly reported in patients receiving glycoprotein IIb/IIIa inhibitors in association with other antiplatelet agents [7] . So far, there have only been limited reports of pulmonary alveolar hemorrhage caused solely by dual antiplatelet therapy without glycoprotein IIb/IIIa inhibitors. The first case of diffuse alveolar hemorrhage induced by clopidogrel therapy given after PCI was reported by Kilaru et al. [8] . Recently, Ikeda et al. [9] reported a case of diffuse pulmonary hemorrhage developing after combination therapy with aspirin and ticlopidine following coronary stent implantation for ST elevation myocardial infarction.
In the first case, the alveolar hemorrhage was controlled by stopping the administration of clopidogrel as for our case [8] , whereas pulmonary bleeding in the other case recurred and thus resulted in death [10] .
Conclusion
Dual antiplatelet therapy with aspirin and clopidogrel is a routine prescription for patients after coronary stent implantation. This case highlights that combination of antiplatelet treatment may lead to rare, life-threatening alveolar hemorrhage. The diagnosis can be mistaken with a pneumopathy. Therefore, physicians should monitor patients carefully and withdraw antithrombotic agents if an alveolar hemorrhage is suspected. 
